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The euphemism “deleveraging” defines this crisis. A person or bank
reduces debt by selling an asset. Deleveraging advances. If there is no
asset, and no cash on hand, however, debt must still be reduced. A write‐
off is taken. Deleveraging actually re‐leverages the asset seller as bad
investments destroy good capital. Thus deleveraging is the opposite of its
name in a crash. Many write‐offs pushes deleveraging into a bankruptcy. A
new euphemism is used: “Nationalization”. The state seizes a bankrupt
bank. What do you do with a bankrupt bank? That is the question of the
day.
A loan officer qualifying a purchaser for a new mortgage reviews the
income of the borrower. He then determines an affordable level of debt.
“You can go out and buy a property worth X,” the loan officer says. If we
are to judge the validity of bank assets like mortgage debt, then Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) may be a reliable starting place. GDP is suggestive
of a nation’s buying power and comparable to income for an individual.
GDP broadly defines reasonable debt levels.
Review a history of the ratios of household debt‐to‐GDP and bank‐sector
debt‐to‐GDP. Shrill alarm bells ring out loud. It’s hard to hear anything else.
This macroeconomic picture inspires fear. “It cannot possibly be that bad,”
one thinks.
If 1980 is a base year, and we hypothesize debt levels at that time were
affordable and smart, and that we should return to them, then they
suggest the excess of debt which households owe today equals $7 trillion
(of a total of $14 trillion). That’s terrible and unworkable. It is also modest
compared to the financial sector. The excess of financial debt is $14 trillion
(of a total of $16 trillion) (see graph 1: “US Private Sector Debt”).
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Rosetta Stone: Huge increases in debt may be the key issue driving the financial crisis.

Meditating on this excess leverage reminds one of watching from the 2nd
floor window of your suburban home as a nuclear bomb detonates in the
city center. That is where your office is/was. You are still alive, but for how
long? One thing we know: You will not be going to work tomorrow.
These gargantuan numbers paint with a very broad brush. All excess debt
is not un‐payable. Still, while the numbers appear to be impossibly large,
they should not be dismissed simply because reason tells us they are
impossible. Reason did not guide debt creation. Meditating on this excess
leverage reminds one of watching from the 2nd floor window of your
suburban home as a nuclear bomb detonates in the city center. That is
where your office is/was. You are still alive, but for how long? One thing
we know: You will not be going to work tomorrow.
Set aside for a moment the argument about what is the right level of debt
for all banks and all households. Let’s run a fire drill, and assume in 1980
we had it right. Assume GDP is a valid starting place to determine our
ability to pay debt. And then assume $7 trillion of household debt and $14
trillion of financial debt is un‐payable. All of it is a write off in this scenario.
How do we erase this value‐less pestilence?
***

If an individual could sell his house to end a debt burden, he would. If a
bank could sell a loan asset to pay down a debt, it would. Unfortunately, if
an asset doesn’t cover a bill, they can’t sell unless they admit a loss. The

would‐be seller waits and hopes and turns to zombie. That’s the difference
between a boom and a bust. Selling doesn’t help enough in a bust.
My guess is our deleveraging requires a bankruptcy filing, but not for one
homeowner or one bank, but systemically, for many or all money center
banks, and for a huge subset of households; maybe something like one of
five households. If indeed we have to do this, we should get this work done
quickly. The question is: What is the smart way to start and immediately
finish bankruptcy?

These actions radically fortify banks and homeowners. They are valid for all
countries with excess debt in households and banks, which includes at
least Ireland, Spain, and England. A coordinated enactment among nations
may bring stable confidence to the markets.
The mortgage plan, which the graph estimates reduces consumer debt by
$5 trillion in the United States, accomplishes many things. It’s primary
virtue is reawakening a huge number of consumers; the group which
accounts for 70% of our economic activity. The impact would dwarf the
recent stimulus package, making it a Mini‐Me in comparison. With it we
destroy negative equity, unfair loans, and foreclosures. Mortgage
investments mutate in an instant from bad to good. The owners of
mortgage investments, including banks and insurance companies, may be
free again to lend, or they are far less undead.
If you believe time is money, this plan is dirt‐cheap medicine. It employs
massive simplicity to achieve maximum speed. Should we take such an
action, we may even unleash a boom from this terrible crisis. We need the
boom to pay off the massive new debts which our government must
shoulder as part of this plan.
The first step is the most difficult. We must admit a debt which cannot be
repaid is not a debt. We must realize our bubble is superior among
bubbles. It is different this time – in the breadth of its magnitude. Credit
spread the bubble here, there and everywhere. Therefore it is a double or
triple or an infinite bubble. Wherever borrowed money could purchase a
major asset class, contamination permeates that asset class. And the debt
used to purchase it is a mirage. Thus double bubble or bankruptcy squared.
You choose the name.
Does anyone believe residential real estate and mortgages are the end of
our calamity? Who can predict losses in commercial real estate, leveraged
buy outs, and credit cards? What performance in those classes should we
anticipate if unemployment hits 12% and GDP contracts 9%? Those are the
numbers we have to plan for, while at the same time we elide $21 trillion
of extraneous debt.
***

Let’s review the economic conditions under which the debtor will struggle
to repay the obligations. If we are in a severe banking crisis, history says
our unemployment of 4.9% in January 2008 will peak at 12% (it is 7.6% as

of January 2009) (3. The Aftermath of Financial Crisis). Gross Domestic
Product will fall by 9% from its high; a radical drop compared to consensus
estimates. Property values will fall 35%. We can only hope it will stop there
for us. Stocks will fall 56% ‐‐ a number easily believed.

OMINOUS OMNISCIENCE: The best research describing the affect of a bank
crisis predicts difficulties far more serious than consensus forecasts by
economists and analysts.

These terrible things will happen at the same time we must pay the
monthly interest expense on a huge possibly excess debt of $21 trillion
between households and financial firms. My hypothesis: There’s no way
we can make it.
Some of the excess debt is a write‐off. But how much of it is excess? We
actually don’t need to answer that question now. What we need is debt
destruction and capital creation. We need bankruptcy. Erase un‐payable
debts the old fashioned way. Take out the old owners. Install the debt
holders as owners. Reorient the economy from debt to equity.
***

Since an un‐payable debt is a write‐off, and since financial‐debt‐to‐GDP
ratios are EIGHT times higher than in 1980, the right question for our

banks is not how much their equity is worth. The equity is dead and gone.
The right question is: Will bondholders, converted to equity, be destroyed
just as their predecessors must be?
Given the excess of leverage, they will likely zero out as well. Even if all
bank debt for money‐center banks is converted to equity, state‐sponsored
capital injections will likely be enormous. For Fannie and Freddie, there is
no such thing as disposable debt holders. Our credit worthiness depends
upon us honoring their debts. All their losses go straight to Uncle Sam.
They will be mammoth.
Generally what we need is to build a bon fire and burn to the ground ten
or 20 or 30 years of manic lending. Debt must be welshed on in numerous
trillions. Alan Greenspan recently approved of bankruptcy for money‐
center banks (nationalization), but said bond holders of seized banks
require a guarantee (4).
The view from the tundra does not support this guarantee. Would Mr.
Greenspan support his own position if the banks’ bond holders would be
wiped two or three or five times by write offs? Bond investors are adults,
and money‐center‐bank creditors invested poorly. The IMF and Goldman
Sachs both predict greater than $2 trillion of loan losses for US‐based
assets (5). What if the losses are twice that?
Our speed‐test ratios of debt‐to‐GDP hypothesize excess debt of $21
trillion for banks and households as one group. What if the $2 trillion figure
is short by half? If banks do convert their debt to equity, and the banks end
up stronger than they appear, the new equity holders aka the former bond
holders will be paid back by the value of their stock. They can get their
money back if there is any money to pay them back with.
We must dramatically reorient a debt‐centered boom into an equity‐heavy
recovery. Start by paying down all mortgages to a reasonable level.
Convert bank debt to equity. The bank debt alone represents almost a
trillion dollars of new capital for the four majors and more than doubles
the equity account (6). We will have begun reducing a vast part of the
grotesque imbalances in broad ratios of debt‐to‐GDP. If adequate capital is
our goal, why do we ignore this remedy?
If new state injections of capital are necessary, and if old injections need to
be re‐categorized, they should resemble senior debt, which neatly solves

the question of government management by giving it to someone else.
Since post‐orange banks have huge capital accounts and no bad residential
mortgages on the books, they have breathing room to make money. Next
up are monstrosities in commercial real estate, buyouts, and credit cards.
We must anticipate unprecedented write‐downs in these categories. And
we must devise the same instant‐bankruptcy mechanisms for these assets
as is suggested here for mortgages.
If new state injections of capital are necessary, and if old injections need to
be re‐categorized, they should resemble senior debt, which neatly solves
the question of government management by giving it to someone else.
Since post‐orange banks have huge capital accounts and no bad residential
mortgages on the books, they have breathing room to make money. Next
up are monstrosities in commercial real estate, buyouts, and credit cards.
We must anticipate unprecedented write‐downs in these categories. And
we must devise the same instant‐bankruptcy mechanisms for these assets
as is suggested here for mortgages.
Regulators must expand their thinking. They must move beyond their
scientist‐like role as lender‐of‐last‐resort. They have handled this well, but
science is easy. Now they have to do the art work. This will require that
they wear different hats which are at first uncomfortable. They are the
bankruptcy prosecutor‐judge‐and‐jury of‐last‐resort and parent‐with‐
checkbook‐open of‐last‐resort.
While they adapt to those roles, we put the lending rules back together
again. Make the rules real and make them stick. Regulate leverage for
banks as borrowers. Regulate leverage for banks as lenders. It’s a great
cure all for our ugly failures.
We don’t have time to play around. Review the devastating early effects of
our crisis. Global equity markets had fallen $21 trillion last year at the
market low (7). Fifty million people worldwide are now expected to lose
their job (8). How many mouths are now unfed, when even before the
disaster 100,000 people starved to death every day (9)? When these
innocent bystanders enter our calculus the dictates of moral hazard grow
false quickly, and the regulation of leverage now can bar repetition of our
most serious errors. Until the next time.

Pumping Up: The money‐center banks can radically increase their capacity to
withstand losses and to lend if debt holders are converted to equity owners.

Untold masses and markets all over the world depend upon us. We can’t
be guided by the hurt feelings of stock and bond holders. We need a bright
rebound. We need radical courage, great ambition, and intelligence. Plan
Orange has it.

A zombie is a person, bank, or country which pretends a vast array of un‐
payable debt has substance. We are not a zombie country. We need to get
to work, and a radical move into equity will make this possible. We have
nothing to fear but debt itself. Just take aim at this ugly beast debt. Kill it
dead with bankruptcy. Write off the debt and burn it to the ground. Good
things follow.

Poor Souls: The U.S. economy guides the world's economy. Our decisions
make life better or worse for all. Roughly 100,000 people die every day
from starvation.
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